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Exchange eKects on excitons in quantum wells
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Exchange splitting of quasi-two-dimensional excitons confined in quantum wells is studied

theoretically by performing a simplified calculation with a scaling argument. Both the exchange en-

ergy and the longitudinal-transverse splitting are found to be enhanced drastically when the
confinement of the exciton increases. Taking into account the difference of the enchange interaction
between the heavy-hole and the light-hole exciton, the intrinsic splittings of the exciton ground
states are calculated for GaAs-Ga& „Al„As quantum wells within the envelope-function approxi-
mation.

Among maIly 1nterestlng top1cs of quas1 two-
dimensional materials, the problem of excitons in
quantum-well (QW) structures have recently attracted
much attention. It is well known that the con6nement of
the wave function increases both the binding energy and
the oscillator strength of the exciton. ' Another effect,
recently observed experimentally, i concerns the impor-
tant enhancement of the electron-hole exchange interac-
tion (EHEXI) with increasing the two-dimensional (2D}
confinement. In this paper we report a theoretical inves-
tigation of the exchange effect and related intrinsic split-
tiilg of tl1e excitoi1 111 'QW s.

The eleCtron-hole exchange interaction closely depends
on the spatial extension of the exciton wave function.
In the case of 3D excitons, the exchange energy is

driven
by s,„=QJO

~
q&„(0)

~

and
) q„(0)

~

=(irao ) for
the ls ground state, where 0 is the volume of the unit
cell, Jo is the exchange integral, and ao is the effective
Bohr radius of the exciton. In 2D materials like QW's,
the size of the exciton wave function decreases rapidly
and the overlap of the electron and hole increases with
the decrease of the mell thickness. This leads to an
enhancement of the exchange effect which can be much
larger than in 3D cases. Within the efective-mass ap-
proximation, the wave function of a nondegenerate exci-
ton in a QW can be expressed by the following ansatz (the
spin multiplicity will be included in the next part):

1—e' '

q&( (r, —rl, )X,(z, )Xl, (zq )

X U, o(r, ) U„o(rq ),

where A is the area, and K and R the in-plane wave vec-
tor and coordinate of the center of mass. qv& represents
a quasi-20 exciton envelope function, speci6ed by the
quantum number g; X, and Xi, are solutions of the finite-
square-we11 problem for the electron and the hole, respec-
tively. U, 0 and U„o are the zone-center Bloch functions
of the conduction and the valence bands. The envelope
functions y&, g„and 7& are slowly varying in compar-
ison with the modulation on the atomic scale of the Bloch
functions. The dominant contribution to the EHEXI

arises when the electron and the hole are on the same
site. Taking into account the difference in the probability
of finding the electron and the hole in different unit cells,
a simple algebra gives the exchange energy (short range
of the EHEXI}as follows:

s,„=QJ W,„~yP(0}
~

with

R,I,
—— dz 7, zXI, z (3)

Making use of the values of the 3D exciton, Eq. (2) be-
comes

e =(irao )s „W,l, ~ g (0)
~

Similarly, the longitudinal-transverse splitting (long-
range part of the EHEXI) is given by

zL, =(~ao' }ELTw,„ I sr' (0

where ELT denotes the corresponding value of the 30 ex-
citon.

Now let us consider realistic structures such as GaAs-
Ga, „Al„As QW's. For the sake of simplicity, we first
suppose that in the range of our investigation, the ex-
change interaction has a small infiuence on the
con5nement of the exciton wave functions and the pertur
barion treatment is still valid. Next, we adopt the approx-
imation of decoupled heauy and lig-ht hole subba-nds. '

Since the hcavy-hole and the light-hole subbands are en-
ergetically split, two types of %annier excitons can be re-
ferred to: the heavy-hole exciton (HHE} and the light-
hole exciton (LHE). Consequently, and diff'erent from the
3D exciton, two values are expected for W,„~qP(0)

~

each one with its own well-thickness dependence. The
excitonic transition energies without the EHEXI contri-
bution are EI, ——c, +E,+EHH —E.HH and
EI ——e, +E,+ELH —RLH, where F is the bulk GaAs
band gap; E„EHH, and E&H are the 6rst subband ener-
gies for electrons, heavy holes, and light holes, respective-
ly. RHH and R LH are, respectively, the binding energy of
the heavy-hole and the light-hole excitons. In the exciton
basis I ~

ml„m, ) I where m„and m, are the z com-
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ponents of the hole I=—,
' and the electron 8=—,

' angular
momentum, and in a spherical approximation, the ex-
change Hamiltonian of 3D excitons is written as'
H =ho+A, J-n, where 6,0————',5& ———', 6, and 5=—,e,,„.In
the case of a QW, we have to take into account the
difference between the envelope functions of the HHE
and the LHE. Let hs ———43e,„(HHE), b, i ———', e,„(LHE) and
bi„W—"i,'(bs&i/W"sW, '„)'~2, where W,"„and W,'s are
given b (3), respectively, for the HHE and the LHE;
W,"i, —— dzX, (z)Xi, (z)Xi&(z), where Xi, (z) and Xi, (z)

I

are the solutions for the heavy hole and the light hole, re-
spectively. Since the long-range part of the EHEXI only
gives rise to an additional splitting of the exciton states
which involve the spin singlet and we deal with a delocal-
ized %annier exciton, the longitudinal-transverse split-
ting corresponds simply to a shift toward high energy of
the longitudinal exciton. ' The total Hamiltonian in-
cluding the EHEXI contributions takes the following
form

[ *„*-,' ) ) *-,', ~ -, ) [ *-,', ~-,' )

0 0

Ea+~~~ +
~ ~II3 3

v'3
~hl EI+ g~l

Ei+ ,'(4i+-EH ) —i(~i+Efr )

—2(~i+EB) E(+ i(~i+Ef r )

This gives, for the eigenvalues,

EI, +E(+
'2 1/2

3~A ~i
+ &~hi

E7 ——Ei+b i +Ef+~,

3~1 +~~
E3,5(4,6) 2 Eh +El +

I

parameters are m, =0.067, y, =6.85, yz ——2. 1, and
a=12.5 for GaAs; y, =3.45 and y2

——0.68 for AIAs. The
corresponding parameters for Ga, „Al„As were ob-
tained by a linear interpolation. The energy-gap
difference dies between Gai „Al,As and GaAs is fairly
well known:io b,e =1.115x+0.37x (eV). Concerning
the band offset, we have taken EE, =0.65k,e and
bE„=0.35hss for the conduction band and the valence
band, respectively. Figure 1 displays the well-width

20 l ' I

The fine structures of the HHE and the LHE consist, re-
spectively, of two and three levels: the doublets

~
3),

~
5)

and
~
4),

~
6) correspond to dipole-allowed transitions in

cr polarization (EJ.[001]). The singlet
~

7) (antisym-
metric combination of

~
+—,', ——,

' ) and
~

—~i, + —, ) ) is di-

pole allowed in n polarization (E[)[001]).
~
1),

~

2) and the singlet are forbidden. All the Es, Ei,
Q&, Q, , Q„„and E„z are well-thickness dependent. The
transition energies can be determined after finding all
these contributions.

Our numerical investigation has been done for GaAs-
GaI „Al„As quantum wells. First, we have calculated
the first subband energies, E„EHH, and E&H, respective-
ly, for electrons, heavy holes, and light-holes. Next we
have evaluated the binding energies R HH and R LH, of the
heavy-hole and the light-hole excitons as a function of the
well width I.. This has been done by a variational ap-
proach, similar to the one used by Greene and Bajaj' but
including the effect of effective-mass mismatches between
GaAs and Gai ~Al~AS and tlM varlat1on of the efkctkve
masses with the subband gaps. Using the wave function
obtained for the two types of excitons, the exchange ener-

gy and the longitudinal-transverse splitting have been ob-
tained simultaneously. The values of the various physical
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FIG. 1. %'ell-width dependence of the exchange energy for
GaAs-Ga& Al„As quantum wells vrith aluminum contents of
x =0.3 and 0.5. The solid lines correspond to the heavy-hole
excitons, the dashed lines correspond to the light-hole excitons.
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FIG. 2. %ell-width dependence of the splitting between the
transition energies for GaAs-Gao &Alo 5As quantum wells. The
E3 $ and E& 6 eigenstates are dipole allowed in 0 polarization.
The E7 state is dipole allowed in m polarization and the others
are forbidden.

FIG. 3. Well-width dependence of the exchange splitting of
the heavy-hole exciton for GaAs-Gao 5A105As quantum wells.
The solid and dashed lines are obtained from the theoretical cal-
culation, using the bulk values of the exchange energy in GaAs
5=0.1 and 0.3 meV, respectively. The experimental points are
taken from Ref. 3.

dependence of the exchange energy of the heavy-hole ex-
citon b, i, (solid lines) and the light-hole exciton
(dashed lines) for two different values of aluminum con-
tent (the energy is expressed in unit of s,„and the 3D ex-
citon Bohr radius is used to measure the well width}. For
x =0.5 QW s„ the first excitonic transition in the barriers
is indirect, but this seems likely not to significantly
influence the resulting EHEXI. It is worth noting that
the behavior of the EHEXI in QW's is similar to those of
the exciton binding energy the relative increase in the
exchange effect, however, is much more rapid than the
en'ective Rydberg one when the well width decreases.

The well-thickness dependence of the splitting between
transition energies, calculated for GaAs-Gap gAlp 5As
QW's, is given in Fig. 2. The bulk values of GaAs have
been used as b =0.3 meV (see below) and ELr ——0.08
meV. " All energies are given with respect to the average
value (Ei, +E, )/2. As mentioned above, the fine struc-
ture of the HHE exhibits two doublets from which one is
dipole allowed (solid line} and the other one dipole forbid-
den. The fine structure of the LHE exhibits three states
from which only one (the doublet) is dipole allowed (solid
line} in o polarization.

Finally, we try to compare our theoretical results with
published experimental data. Recently, from photo-
luminescence experiments on a series of high-quality
GaAs-Gao 5A10 5As QW's, Bauer et a/. have evidenced a
double substructure on the exciton spectra. This doublet
concerns the dipole-allowed and dipole-forbidden transi-
tions of the heavy-hole exciton. The observation of the
forbidden one in low-temperature luminescence is due to

thermalization e8'ects. In that work, the dependence of
t'he splitting versus the well thickness was also studied.
The authors found an increase of the exchange splitting
with reduction of the well width. Figure 3 shows the
variation of the heavy-hole-exciton exchange splitting as
a function of the well width. The solid and dashed lines
are obtained from the present calculation, using for the
bulk value of GaAs b =0. 1 and 0.3 meV, respectively.
The experimental points are taken from Ref. 3. Since the
experimental value of the exchange energy b, in 3D GaAs
is not well known'2 and the absolute values of the experi-
mental data of the splitting AE need further conforma-
tion, our theoretical fits should be only qualitative.

In conclusion, we have studied the electron-hole ex-
change interaction of %annier exciton in quantum-well
structures by performing a simplified calculation. It has
been sho~n that both the short- and the long-range parts
of the exchange interaction exhibit an important
enhancement. The intrinsic splittings of the excitons due
to the exchange efrect are closely related to the 20
confinement of the exciton wave functions. Although our
comparison between the theoretical fits and the experi-
mental data are qualitative, a correct behavior of the rela-
tive increase of the heavy-hole-exciton exchange splitting
has been obtained in the case of GaAs-Gap ~Alp 5As
quantum wells.

One of the authors (C.Y.) appreciates helpful discus-
sions with Professor F. Bassani and Professor Y. C.
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